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To the Honorable The Chief Justice and the Associate Justices of 

The Supreme Court of the State of Minnesotat 

Sirs : 

The Advisory Committee appointed pursuant to the provisions of 

Laws, 1947, Chapter 498, has prepared,.and recommends to the Court for 

adoption, amendments to the Rules of Civil Procedure whiuh are transmitted 

herewith. 1. 
. . 

Respectfully, 

0. C. Adamson, II 
William J. Baudler 
Irving R. Brand 
G. Alan Cunningham 
Cyrus A. Field 
Conrad M. Fredin 
Henry Halladay, Chairman 
B. Warren Hart 
James L. Hetland, Jr., Secretary 
Leonard J. Keyes 
Richard E. Kyle 
Gerald E. Eagnuson 
E. R. Selnes 

'John E. Simonett 
Bruce C. Stone . 
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INTRODUCTION 

In its study of amendments to the Rules of Civil Procedure, the 
Advisory Committee has considered the 1963 and the 1966 Amendments to'the 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the recommendations of the Minnesota 
State Bar Association and its Court Rules Committee, recommendations of 
the District Judges Association and Recommendations of individual judges 
and lawyers. All*proposals have reoeived serious and individual consider- 
ation. The amendments recommended reflect the Committee's judgment as to 
the desirability of modifying what is now established and familiar rule 
procedure in Minnesota. The Committee believed that the Minnesota Rules 
should conform as closely as possible to the Federal Rules while still 
preserving the traditions of our state law and our state court system. All 
of the major Federal Amendments have been adopted verbatim or with limited 
variances, so that decisions interpreting and applying the Federal Rules 
may aid in applying the Minnesota Rules. Particular attention is called to 
the amendments to Rules 18, 19, 20, 23 and 24, where very basic revisions 
have been made following similar amendments to the Federal Rules. 

As a matter of policy the'Advisory Committee did not follow the 
Federal Rules in unifying admiralty procedure and civil proaedure. Ad- 
miralty and maritime claims are not specifically included in the Minnesota 
Rules; and the Federal Amendments relating to such practice have not been 
recommended. 

Among the major proposals made to the Advisory Committee and not 
recommended by it to the Supreme Court are the following: 

Adoption of the federal practice of filing the complaint 
with the clerk of court and having the summons issued by the 
clerk. 

Adoption of the debate form of closing argument, i.e. 
plaintiff - defendant - plaintiff. 

Alteration of the subpoena requirements to permit more 
convenient methods of altering the time of required appear- 
ances after the subpoena has been served. 

Alteration of the method of conducting the voir dire 
examination. Two proposals were received. One proposal was 
to adopt Federal Rule 47(a) in its entirety. The other was 
to insure the right of oral interrogation to trial counsel. 
The Committee believes the present rule is sufficient to give 
the trial judge all the necessary discretion. The elimination 
of the last portion'of Federal Rule 47(a) from Minnesota Rule 
47.01 is not significant and refleats merely the elimination 
of redundant material. 
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Adoption of an amendment to Rule 49.01 to overrule Adoption of an amendment to Rule 49.01 to overrule 
McCourtie v. U.S. Steel, 253 Hinn. 501, 93 N.W.2d 522 (1958). McCourtie v. U.S. Steel, 253 Hinn. 501, 93 N.W.2d 522 (1958). 
and permit the judge to allow comment on the effect of the and permit the judge to allow comment on the effect of the 
answers to the special interrogatories. answers to the special interrogatories. 

Adoption of a requirement for jury instructions to Adoption of a requirement for jury instructions to 
precede the closing arguments. precede the closing arguments. 

Adoption of a rule providing that notice from the clerk 
of oourt is the official notice from which time for motions, 
appeals, et0 ., would begin to run. 
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4.04 Service by Publioations; Personal Service out of State. 

The summons may be served by three weeks' published notice in any 

of the oases enumerated hereafter when there shall have been filed with 

the oourt the oomplaint and an affidavit of the plaintiff or his attorney 

stating the existence of one of such uases, and that he believes the de- 

fendant is not a resident of the state, or cannot be found therein, and 

either that he has mailed a copy of the summons to the defendant at his 

place of residence or that suah residenoe is not known to him, The service 

of the summons shall be deemed complete 21 days after the first publioation. 

Personal service of su& summons without the state, proved by the affidavit 

of the person making the same sworn to before a person authorired to ad- 

minister an oath, shall have the same effect as the published notiee herein 

provided for. 

Such servioe shall be suffioient to confer jurisdiction; 

(1) When the defendant is a resident individual having departed 

from the state with intent to defraud his oreditors, or to avoid serviae, 

or keeps himself concealed therein with like intent; 

(2) when the plaintiff has asquired a lien upon property or credits 

within the state by attachment or garnishment, and 

(a) The defendant is a resident individual who has departed 

from the state, or cannot be found therein, or? 

(b) The defendant is a nonresident individual, or a foreign 

corporation, partnership or association: 

When quasi in rem jurisdiction has been obtained, a party defending 

such'aation therebv submits personally to the jurisdiction of the court. 

An appearance solely to uontest the validity of such quasi in rem jurisdiation 

is not such a submission, 
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(3) When the action is for divorce or separate maintenande and the 

court shall have ordered that service be made by published notias; 

(4) When the subjeot of the a&ion is real or personal property 

within the state in or upon which the defendant has or claims a lien or 

interest, or the relief demanded aonsists wholly or partly in excluding 

him from any suah interest or lien: 

(5) When the a&ion is to forealose a mortgage or to enforce a lien 

on real estate. 

Note 

The amendment to Rule 4.04 prohibits limited appearances in Minnesota 
in quasi in rem a&ions. Prior to the amendment it was an open question in 
Minnesota whether or not a defendant in a quasi in rem action could defend on 
the merits without submitting generally to the jurisdiotion of the court. A 
limited appearance must be distinguished from a special appearance and a motion 
to dismiss for lack of jurisdiction over the person. Special appearanoes were 
abolished by the rules in 1952. Under existing rule praatice the defense of 
lack of jurisdiction over the person is properly raised by motion or pleading 
under Rule 12.02. A limited appearance is an appearance in which the defendant 
in a quasi~in rem action is permitted to defend on the merits and submit to 
the court's jurisdiction only to the extent of the property seirted. In the 
opinion of the Committee, limited appearances are inconsistent with the general 
philosophy of rule procedure requiring that all litigation be handled with 
dispatch. Limited appearances merely permit the defendant to litigate the 
same question more than onae. See 1A Barron & Holtzoff, Federal Practice and 
Procedure (Wright ed.), Sea. 370.1; 38Minn. L. Rev. 676, 679; 51 Columbia L. 
Rev. 242. A majority of the state and federal courts considering the question 
have rejected the limited appearanoe. Brignall v* Merkle, 28 N.E.2d 311 (Ill. 
1940); Cunningham V. Kansas City Ry., 56 Pac. 502 (Han. 1899); State ex rel, 
Methodist Old Peoples' Home v. Crawford, 80 P.2d 873 (Cre. 1938); Sands v. 
Lefcourt Realty Corp., 117 A.2d 365 (Del. 1955); Bur v. WI uist mN.Y.S.Pd 
133,(N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1953); U.S. V. Balanovski, 131 F. Supp. 898 S.D.N.Y. 1955); F 
Anderson v. Benson, 117 F. Supp. 765 (D. Neb. 1953); Grant v. Kellogg, 3 F.&D. 
229 Cheshire Nat'1 V. Jaynes, 112 N.E. 500 (Mass. 1916); 
McInnes V~ M-1 A. 699 (Me. 1928); Miller Bros. Co. v* State, 95 A.2d 
2% (me 1953); Osborn V* White Eagle oil Co., 355 P.2d 1041 (Okla. 1960); 
Salmon Falls Mfg. Co. v* Midland Tire and Rubber Co,, 285 Fed. 214 (6th Cir. 
1922); M&mU.lan v. Nat'1 Cash Register Co., 112 F.2d 877 (4th Cir, 1940), 
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The only strong arguments that can be made in favor of limited appear- 
ances are: (1) an undue extension of state jurisdiction in personal claims 
through the fiction of asserting jurisdiction against property located within 
the state (2) the question of local prejudice or inconvenient forum for de- 
fendant. The matter of fictitious exercise of jurisdiction was resolved long 
ago when the United States Supreme Court approved of quasi in rem jurisdiction 
in Pennoyer V* Neff, 95 U.S. 714, 24 L. Ed. 565 (U.S. 1877). With regard to 
local prejudice or an inconvenient forum the defendant may have the possibility 
of removal to a federal court on diversity jurisdiction in spite of his sub- 
mission to the personal. jurisdiction of the state court. Similarly, the 
defendant may move to dismiss on the basis of forum non conveniens after 
submitting to the personal jurisdiction of the court. The court in resolving' 
the forum non conveniens question should decide the issue after personal jur- 
isdiction has attached on the same grounds as would have been applicable were 
the action aommenced by personal service within the state rather than by quasi 
in rem jurisdiction. The only factor that would distinguish the case from a 
typical forum non oonveniens case is the security the plaintiff acquired to 
insure partial satisfaction of any resultant judgment, whZch security would 
be lost if the aation were dismissed. The existence of security is merely a 
factor to be considered with all the other factors in determining whether or 
not to dismiss the a&ion. 

Under the last sentence of the amendment to Rule 4.04, a motion to 
dismiss whiah oontests plaintiff's compliance with the statutory and rule 
requirements for quasi in rem jurisdiction may still be made without submitting 
to the personal jurisdiction of the court. 
a defense going to the merits. 

Such a jurisdiational attack is not 

5.01 Service; When Required: Appearance. 

Except as otherwise provided in these rules, every order required by 

its terms to be served, every pleading subsequent to the original complaint 

unless the court otherwise orders because of numerous defendants, every 

written motion other than one which may be heard ex parte, and every written 

notice, appearance, demand, offer of judgment, designation of record on appeal, 

and similar paper shall be served upon each of the parties, af&e&&#erebyv 

but; 20 setice need be made on parties in default for failure to appear 

except that pleadings asserting new or additional claims for relief against 

them shall be served upon them in the manner provided for service of summons 

in Rule 4. A party appears when he serves or files any paper in the proceeding. 
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Note 

This rule is changed to olarify the rule and to conform the rule to 
the companion federal rule as amended in 1963. The words "affected thereby" 
are stricken and the rule now provides for a full exchange of documents be- 
tween the parties by serviue of all doouments on all of the other parties. 
Pursuant to this rule, all parties will reoeive oopies of all documents that 
are to be served unless the rpeoifia rule that relates to that dooument pro- 
vides to the oontrary. 
see Rule 14. 

For an example of a rule providing to the oontrary, 
P 

6.01 Computation. 

In computing any period of time prescribed or allowed by these rules, 

by the looal rules of any distriot oourt& by order of oourt, or by any 

applioable statute, the day of the a&, event, or default r&or from whioh 

the designated peri@ of time begins to run io shall not %e be inoluded. 

The last day of the period so oomputed &o-to shall be included, unless it is 

a Saturdsg, a Sunday, or a legal holiday, in which event the period runs 

until the end of the next day whiuh is awi&hea not a Saturday& a Sunday, new 

~1: a legal holiday, ‘When the period of time presaribed or allowed is less 

than 7 days, intermediate Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays shall be 

exoluded in the oomputation. 

Note 

The amendment makes alarifying language changes. The only change of 
substance is the addition of Saturday as a day which automatiaally extends 
time if Saturday is the last day of a stated time period or, if less than 7 
days notiae is required, Saturday is a day whiah is to be exaluded in aom- 
puting time.. Saturday is added in reaognition of the oommon praatioe of 
alosing aourthou8es on Saturday as well as Sunday. 

\ 

12.02 How Presented. : 

Every defense, in law or faot, to a alaim for relief in any pleading, 

whether a olaim, aounteralaim, oross-alaim, or third-party ulaim, shall be 

-41, 
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asserted in the responsive pleading thereto if one is required, except that 

the following defenses may at the option of the pleader be made by motion: 

(1) Lack of jurisdiction over the subject matter: (2) lack of jurisdiction 

over the person; (3) insufficiency of process; (4) insuffioiency of service 

of process; (5) failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted; 

and (6) failure to join an-&&epeneabLe & party under Rule 19. A motion 

making any of these defenses shall be made before pleading if a further 

pleading is permitted. No defense or objection is waived by being joined 

with one or more defenses or objections in a responsive pleading or motion. 

If a pleading sets forth a claim for relief to which the adverse party3.s 

not required to serve.8 responsive pleading, he may assert at the trial any 

defense in law or fait to that claim for relief. If, on a motion asserting 

the defense that the pleading fails to state a claim upon which relief can 

be granted, matters outside the pleading are presented to and not excluded 

by the court, the motion shall be treated as one for summary judgment and 

disposed of as provided in Rule 56, and all parties shall be given reasonable 

opportunity to present all material made pertinent to such a motion by Rule 

56, l 

Note 

The amendment to Rule 19 necessitates amendment to Rule 12.02(6). 

12.07 Consolidation of Defenses in Motion. 

A party who makes a motion under this rule may join with it the other 

motions herein provided for and then available to him. If a party makes a 

but omits therefrom any defense or objection then available to him whioh this 

rule permits to be raised by motion, he shall not thereafter make a motion 
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based on a~et;-~be-4e;Eow~e-eb~ee~~e~e the defense or objection so 

omitted, axcrept a motion as provided in Rule 12.08 (2) hereof on am of 

the arounds there stated. 

Note 

Minnesota Rule 12.07 and Federal Rule 12 (g) have been identical. 
The purpose of Rule 12.07 is to forbid a defendant who has made a motion 
asserting Rule 12 defenses, with the exceptions noted in Rule 12.08, from 
asserting other Rule I2 defenses not inuluded in the original motion either 
in his answer or in a subsequent motion. The language of the existing Rule 
12.07 is ambiguous. It is clear that Rule 12.07 intended to require con- 
solidation of Rule 12 defenses if raised by motion and to prevent pieceme&. 
assertion of teohniaal defenses. However, the language of 12.07 when uon- 
sidered with Rule 12.08 did not clearly spell out this effeat of Rules ,lZ.O7 
and 12.08. A few courts have permitted omitted defenses to be asserted by 
an answer or by an amended motion. The amendment to Rule 12.07 and the sub- 
sequent amendment toSRu18 12.08 are for purposes of olarifieation. No ohange 
in existing praotiae is involved. 

12.08 Waiver or Preservation of Certain Defenses. .w-. 
Il~~-~~e9~e~e~ee~~-eb~eet~~e-wb~eb-be~ee-~etg~~e~&t 

eithe~-b~~~~~~b~e~~~~e~p~e~~~~~~~~~be~bae-~~~e~~et~e&,~~& 

~es~eP~olr4~l~~~~t~~~~t-#e~e~eAee~e~~~e~e=e~te~-~ 

u~~whieh-~~~le-~n~~~e~~e~ee~~~~~~~e~e~~e~~~-~~~&~b~e 

polrt~~~~e4~t~A~~~~a~~~~t~~e~~~e~e~~~~-e~~-~~~~e 

be~e-b~l.~~~~~~~e~~e~~e~t~~~~-b~~~t~~~e~-~~~e~-e~ 

~e-~~Ago~~~~e~~~e~~te~~~~~~~-~~ene~~-~t 

apposLPo=b~-eu~~o~~~t~ee~e~-etbe~se-~-tbe4ew~eke~~~~t~& 

of~tbe-eub~ee1~~cw~o~~ve~t-e~~e~u~tbe~et~e~.~~~~e~t-#e 

is~~~eeb~eet~~~~e~eAeee~~~~-~~~pooed~~4e~~~~~~A~~en 
c 

~~.~~-~A~~~~~~bt~~~~~~e~e~ee~~t~~~~~~e~beeA~~eee~u~. 

11) A defense of lack of 9urisdiction over the person, insuffioiencg 

of nrocess, or insufficiency of service of process is waived (A) if omitted 

from a motion in the circumstanoes desoribed in Rule 12.07, or (B) if it is 

-60 
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neither made by motion under this rule nor included in a responsive plead- 

ing or an amendment thereof permitted bY Rule 15.01 to be made as a matter 

of course. 

(2) A defense of failure to state a alaim upon which relief oan be 

granted, a defense of failure to .join a party indispensable under Rule 19. 

and an objection of failure to stat8 a legal defense to a claim may be made 

in any Pleading Permitted or ordered under Rule 7.01, or by motion for judn- 

ment on the pleadings, or at the trial on the merits. 

(3) Whenever it appears bY suggestion of the parties or otherwise 

that the court lacks .iurisdiotion of the subject matter, the aourt shall 

dismiss the aation. ' -: 

Note 

The existing Minnesota Rule 12.08 and the former Federal Rule 12 (h) 
w8re identical. As stated in the Note to Rule 12.07, olarification of Rules 
12.07 and 12.08 is desired. Subdivision (I) (A) eliminates the existing ambi- 
guity and speuifies the defenses that are waived by the party when a motion 
is made prior to answer and the motion did not include the speoified defenses. 
The Minnesota rule and federal rule are not identical in that the Minnesota 
rule does not inulude the defense of laak of proper venu8 as a non waivable 
Rule 12 defense, 

Subdivision (1) (B) eliminates the possibility of using a discretionary 
amendment of a pleading under Rule lj.01 to raise waivable Rule 12 defenses. 
Subdivision (I) (B) now refers only to that part of Rule 15.01 where an amend- 
ment to a pleading could be made as a matter of right. The new subditisions (2) 
a@ (3) are identiaal in effect with the existing rule. 

13.08 ~tLe~-PoPt~e~~~~~~e~gbt~~&. Joinder of Additional Parties. 

Whe~-tbe-pPeoerree-e~~~t~e8~8#e~~~~&~~beee~~8~~be~e~~~~~~~e~~e~ I 

io-~equrPe4-~e~~e~~~~~~e~4e~~~~te~~e~~~~~-t~~~~e~~t~~~e~~ 

eeu~tere~~ns~-oPee8~~~m~o~~ee~t-e~~-e~e~-tb~~e-~ab~e~~b~~n~8 

4ere~~o40-pue~d~o~A~bee~~ee~ Persons other than those made Parties 

to the oriainal action may be made parties to a aounterclaim or aross-claim 

in accordanoe with the Provisions of Rules 19 and 20. 

-70 



Note 

The amendment is a clarifying amendment and conforms the Minnesotan 
rule to a similar amendment to Federal Rule 13(h). The referenoe in the 
former rule to those persons whose presence is 9equiredt1 for the granting 
of complete relief has been considered by some courts to refer only to 
Rule 19 parties. In fact, Rule 13.08 should properly refer to both Rule 19 
and Rtie 20 piU?ti88. The amendment makes this provision clear. ,j 

15.03 Relation Back of Amendments. 

Whenever the claim or defense asserted in the amended pleading arose 

out of the conduut, transaction, or occurrenae set forth or attempted to be 

set forth in the original pleading, the amendment relates back to the date 

of the original pleading. An amendment changing the party against whom a 

claim is asserted relates back if the foregoing provision is satisfied and, 

within the period provided by law for commncina the action against him, the 

party to be brought in by amendment (1) has received such notice of the in- 

stitution of the action that he will not be prejudiced in maintaining his 

defense on the merits, and (2) knew or should have known that, but for a 

mistake conoerninp the identity of the proper party, the a&ion would have 

been brought a&ainst him. 

Note 

The amendment conforms Minnesota Rule 15.03 to Federal Rule 15(c). 
The amendment permits substitution of parties and relation back of the 
claim, where the intended party knows that the lawsuit has been oommenoed 
and should know that a mistake in naming the party has been made. 
Nelson v. Glenwood Hills Hospital, 240 Minn. 505, 62 N.W.2d 73 (lg$$ 
Halloran v. Blue and White Liberty Cab Co.* Inc., 253 Minn. 436, 92 N.W, 
2d 794 (1958). The relation back of amendments changing plaintiff is not 
expressly provided for in Rule 15.03. 
real party in interest under Rule 17. 

This problem generally is one of a 
1 

. 

’ 
II 
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17.01 Real Party in Interest. 

Every action shall be proseauted in the name of the real party in 

interestv& b&.&n 8X8CUtOr, administrator, guardian, bailee, trustee of 

an express trust,, a party with whom or in whose name a contract has been 

made for the benefit of another, or a party authorized by statute may sue 

in his own name without joining with him the party for whose benefit the 

aotion is brought. No action shall be dismissed on the ground that it is : 

not prosecuted in the name of the real.narty in interest until a reasonable 

time has been allowed after ob.iection for ratifiuation of commenaement of 

the action by, or joinder or substitution of, the r8al party in interest; 

and suah ratification, Aoinder, or substitution shall have the s4MI8 effeat 

as if the action had been oommenced in the name of the real party in interest. 

Note 

The amended Federal Rule 17 (a) and amended Minnesota Rule 17.01 are 
identical to the point where the Minnesota rule terminates. The federal rule 
also contains a provision for actions brought for the use and benefit of 
another in the name of the United States pursuant to a United States Statute. 
Such a provision is not needed in Minnesota. The neGf portion of Rule 17.01 
will permit the substitution of plaintiffs when Obj8otiOn has been made on 
the ground of la& of a real party in interest. Bailees have been added as 
parties who may sue in a representative capaaity. 
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ea&ieC&ed. A party asserting a claim to relief as an original claim, counter- 

claim, cross-claim, or third-party claim. may join, either as independent or 

as alternate claims, as many claims, legal, or equitable, as he has against 

an opposing party. 

Note 

The amendment removes an ambiguity in Rule 18 where the action in- 
volves multiple parties and the claimant wishes to assert more than one 
claim against some but not all of the parties. A possible interpretation 
of the prior Rule 18 has led some courts to hold that the rules regulating 
joinder of parties (Rules 19, 20 and 22) carry back to Rule I8 and impose 
some limits on joinder of claims in multi-party cases. In particular, Rule 
20.01 has been read to prohibit joinder of claims unless all parties are 
interested in all claims. See Federal Housing Administrator v. Christianson, 
26 F. supp. 419 (D. Conn. 1939). 

Rule 18.01 is amended to $arify the rule and to override the 
Christianson decision by clearly stating that a party may assert a claim 
as an original claim, a counterclaim, a cross-claim, or a third-party claim 
and join with it as many claims as he has against an opposing party. No 
distinction is made between single party and multiple party actions. The 
joinder of parties is governed by different rules operating independently 
from Rule 18, In the,opinion of the Committee, it is more compatible with 
the purpose of the rules to permit free joinder of claims in all cases and 
leave to the trial court's discretion separation of trials of the various 
alaims if fairness or convenience dictates separate trials. The present 
amendment makes the Minnesota rule identical with Federal Rule 18(a). 
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Party in the action if (1) in his absence complete relief cannot be accorded 

among those already parties, or (2) he claims an interest relating to the 

subject of the action and is so situated that the disposition of the action 

in his absence may (f) as a practical matter impair or impede his ability to 

protect that interest or (ii) leave any of the persons already parties subject 

to a substantial risk of incurring double, multiple, or otherwise inconsistent 

obligations by reason of his claimed interest. If he has not been so joined, 

the court shall'order that he be made a party. If he should join as a plain- 

tiff but refuses to do so, he may be made a defendant, or, in a proper ease, 

an involuntary plaintiff. 

f9.02 Determination by Court Whenever Joinder not Feasible. 

;Ff a Person as described in Rule 19.01 (1).(2)",hereof aannot be made 

a PsrtY, the COti shall determine whether in equity and good conscience the 

- 11 - 
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a&ion should proaeed among the parties before it. or should be dismissed, 

the absent person beinp thus reparded as indispensable. The factors to be 

considered by the court include: first, to what extent a judgment rendered 

second, the extent to which, by protective provisions in the judgment, by 

the shaping of relief, or other measures, the prejudice can be lessened or 

avoided; third, whether a .jud_gent rendered in the person's absence will be 

adequate; fourth, whether the plaintiff will have an adequate remedy if the 

action is dismissed for nonjoinder. 

19.03 Pleading Reasons for Nonjoinder. \ 
A pleading asserting a claim for relief shall state the names, if 

known to the pleader, of any persons as des'cribed in Rule 19.01 (l)-(2). 

19.04 Baeption of,Class Actions. 

' This rule is subject to the provisions of Rule 23. 

Note 

19. 
The amendment conforms Minnesota Rule 19 to the,amended Federal Rule 

Since 1952, Minnesota Rule 19 has been substantially identical to Federal 
Rule 19. In 1966, Federal Rule 19 was amended to remove ambiguities in the 
rule and to overaome certain decisions interpreting Rule 19 in a manner not 
deemed desirable by the Federal Advisory Committee. The purpose of Rule 19 
is to compel joinder of parties whenever feasible so that a complete disposi- 
tion of a claim can be made in the pending case. Decisional law interpreting 
the word ~Udi.spensable~l under the original subdivision (b) of the federal 
rule equated indispensable party with persons having a joint interest in sub- 
division (a). The Federal Advisory Committee indicated that such restrictive 
definition of indispensable was not the original intent of the rule. The 
expression W&ispensabletl was intended to be an all inclusive reference to 
those persons in whose absence it would be advisable, all faators considered, 
to dismiss the action. In addition, several federal decisions equated lack 
of an indispensable party with lack of jurisdiction over the cause of aation. 
Such an interpretation again was not intended in the original rule. For a 
discussion of the defects in the original rule, see Notes of Federal Advisory 
Committee, Rule 19 and Reed, Compulsory Joinder of Parties in Civil Autions, 

~55 Miuh. L. Rev. 327. 
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Most courts, including blini?eSOta, have used the basic test of Shields 
V. Barrow, 58 U.S. (17 How.) 130 (U.S. 1854), to classify parties as necessary 
or indispensable. Minnesota by decisional law has adopted the Shields test 
but recognized that that test was not an absolute one and that determination 
of an indispensable party involves balancing many considerations and rests 
ultimately on the facts of each particular case. McAndrew v. Krause, 245 
Minn. 85, 71 N.W.2d 153 (1955). Thus Minnesota by decisional law has avoided 
many of the difficulties experienced by the federal courts in interpreting 
Rule 19. As such, the existing law in Minnesota is compatible with the amended 
provisions of Rule 19. / 

As set forth in the Federal Advisory Committee's notes, the intent of 
each of the new subdivisions is as follows: (Minnesota rule numbering is 
adopted as are the interpretations in the Federal Advisory Committee Notes) 
Rule 19.01 defines persons whose joinder in the action is desirable. Clause 
(1) of Rule 19.01 t s Fesses the desirability of joining all persons in whose 
absence the court would be obligated to grant less than complete relief to 
the parties before the court. This reflects the public's interest in having 
a single lawsuit rather than repeated lawsuits on essentially the same subject 
matter. Clause (2)(i) of Rule 19.01 recognizes the importance of protecting 
a person whose joinder is in question against the practical prejudice to him 
which may arise through a disposition of the case in his absence. Clause (2) 
(ii) recognizes the importance of considering whether or not a party may be 
left in the situation where he will be subject to a double or otherwise in- 
consistent liability by later claims of non joined parties, Rule 19.01 defines 
persons who should be joined but eliminates the abstract terms of the former 
rule regarding the nature of their interest, i.e. joint, united, separable, 
eta. The new description of parties does not effect the existing decisional 
law holding that a tortfeasor with the normal joint and several liability is 
merely a permissive party and not a Rule 19 party. 

In adopting Minnesota Rule 19.01 the Minnesota Committee eliminated 
reference to joinder of a party whose joinder would deprive the court of 
jurisdiction, as that provision involves matters particularly related to 
diversity jurisdiction in the federal court and does not have a similar 
counterpart in state practice. In like measure, Minnesota Rule 19.01 has 
eliminated the last sentence of Federal Rule 19(a) since dismissal for im- j 
proper venue is not compatible with existing state practice. 

Rule 19.02 sets forth factors to be considered by the court in deter- 
mining whether in equity and good conscience the lawsuit should continue in 
the absence of a person described in 19.01 or if the action should be dismissed. 
This decision ultimately is to be made in light of pragmatic considerations. 
The factors set forth in 19.02 are acknowledged to be overlapping to some extent 
and are not intended to exclude other considerations which may be particularly 
applicable in certain cases. The first factor set forth in Rule 19.02 is con- 
sideration of what impact, if any, a judgment in the pending aotion would have 
on the absentee. Would the absentee be adversely affected in a practical sense 
and, if so, would the prejudice be immediate and serious or remote and minor? 
The second factor requires consideration of methods whereby the prejudice to 
absent parties may be averted or lessened by shaping relief. The court is also 
to consider the extent to which a party may avoid prejudice by other means suah 
as intervention. A third factor is whether or not an adequate judgment aan be 
rendered in the absence of a given person. This focuses attention on the ex- 
tent and nature of the relief that can be accorded among the parties aatually 
joined. The fourth factor looks to the practiaal effect of a dismissal and 
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indiaates that the aourt should consider among other thinga, whether the 
aation aould be more effectively sued out in another jurisdiution, The 
word Qxiispensablett is used only as a short hand expression to designate 
a person who muut be joined upon aonsideration of all the factors and if 
not joined hi6 abuenae would require diumi.88~ of the aOtiOn. 

Rule 19.03 ir identioal in effeatwith the former provirionr of Rule 
19. 

Rule 19.04 repeat6 an exaeption aontained in the prior Rule 19.01.# 

20.01 PeIlfliUUiVe Joinder. 

4 persons may join in one retion a6 plaintiff8 if they assert x 

riaht to relief jointly, severally, or in the alternative anp~&gb&-ke-m&& 

in respeat of or arisi,ng out of the 6ame transa&ion, oacurrenae, or series 

of transaations or ocaurrenaeu and if any queation of faat or law aonmon to 

all OGkhu the60 person8 will arise-in the aation. All persons may be joined 

in one aation au defendants if there is asserted against them jointly, eeverally, 

or in the alternative, any right to relief in reupeot of or arising out of the 

6ame transaation, ocmrrenae~ or series of transaations or ocaurrenaeu and 

if any question of law or fact common: to all oE&bea defer&ants will ariue 

in the a&ion. A plaintiff or defendant need not be interested in obtaining 

or defending against all the relief demanded. Judgment may be given for one 

or more of the plaintiffs aaaording to their rearpeative right6 to relief, and 

against one or more defendant6 aaoording to their respeative Uabilities, 

Note 

The Minneuota amendment adopts the federal crmendment to Itule 20. The 
change in Rule 20 is purely a alarifiuation change necessitated by the amend- 
me&to Rule 18. The word %he@ is now ahanged te 6defendantsn to e&i&MAte 
the interpretation given tq.Hnle 18 and Rule 20 in Federal Housimz Administrator 
ve ChriUt~Uoll, 26 Fa Sup& 419 (D. Corn. 1939). 
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LB) adjudications with respeat to individual members of 
. 

t 
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Rule 23.01 are satisfied, and in addition: 

&I) the Prosecution of separate actions by or walnut individual ' 

member6 Of the &a66 would Weate a risk Of 

(A) inconsistent or vatin adjudications with remeat 

to individual members of the ah66 whiah would estab- 

lish inaompatible Standard6 of aonduat for the Par& 

OPPosinP the a&&as, or 

the alas8 whiah would as a praatical matter be dis- 

Positive of the interests of the other member6 not 

parties to the adjudications or 6ub6tMtially impair 

or impede their ability to proteat their interests; or 

12) the Party OPposing the dass has aoted or refused to aat on 

pround8 generalb applicable to the Okk6Ua thereby makin6 appropriate final 

in.?unative relief or aorrespondin6 declaratory relief with reswat to the 

alass as a whole; or 

members of the a&s8 predominate over any questions affecrting only individual 

members, and that a ahss aation is superior to other available methods for 

the fair and effiaient ad.Wiaation of the controversy, The matters pertinent 

to the findings'%x!ludet (A) the interest of member6 of the class in individ- 

ualls Controll& the Prosecution or defense of separate actions; (B) the 

extent and nature of any litigation aonaerning the controversy already oom- 

menced by or ag$kinst members of the olass; (C) the desirability or undesir- 
-..J 

ability of aonaentratinn the litigation of the olaim6 in the partioular forum! 

JD) the diffi&ties likely to'be eMMlnt6Wed in the management of a ala66 

! action. 

I 
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23.03 Determination by order Whether Class Action to be Maintained; Notice; 

Judgment4 Actions Conducted Partially as Class Actions. L 
II) A8 soon as oractiaable after the commenaement of an action brought 

as a class a&ion, the court shall determine by order whether it is to be 60 

maintained. An order under this subdivision may be conditional, and may be 

altered or amended before the deaision on the merita. 

J2) In any ala66 action maintained under Rule 23.02(3), the court 

shall direct to the member6 of the class the best notioe Practicable under 

the ciraumtanaes, inaludin~ individual notice to all member6 who can be 

identified through reasonable effort. The notiae shall advise each member 

that (A) the aourt will exclude him from the Claus if he so requests by a 

speaified date; (B) the judgment, whether favorable or not, will inalude all 

member8 who do not request exalusion; and (C) any ldember.~who does not request 

exalusion may, if he desires, enter an appearance through his counsel, 

Rule 23,02(l) or 23.02(2), whether or not favorable to the alasar Shall in- 

clude and describe those whom the court finds to be members of the ulaas. 

The judgment in an aation maintained as a ClaSS aation under Rule 23,02(Y) 

whether or not favorable to the olass, shall include and speaify or desaribe 

those to whom the notice provided in Rule 23.03(2) was directed, and who 

have not requested exolusion, and whom the court finds to be member8 of the 

OhUS. 

i4) When appropriate (A) an action may be brought or maintained a8 

a olass aation with respect to particular i6sUear or (B) a class may be divided 

into SUbOlaSUeU and each 6UbClas6 treated a6 a Ula66, and the PrOviSiOnS Of 

this rule shall.then be aonsbued and applied aaaordiruz~. 

23.0(, Orders in Conduot of Actions* 

In the aonduat of actions to whiah this rule amlieu~ the OOUh miW 

, 

I 

i 
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make appropriate orders: (1) determining the course of proceedings or pre- 

scribing measures to prevent undue repetition or uomplication in the nre- 

sentation of evidence or argument; (2) requiring, for the protection of the 

members of the olass or otherwise for the fair aonduut of the action, that 

notice be given in such manner as the court may direct to some or all of the 

members of any step in the action, or of the proposed extent of the judgment, 

or of the opportunity of members to signify whether they consider the repre- 

sentation fair and adequate, to intervene and present claims or defenses, or 

otherwise to come into the action; (3) imposing conditions on the representative 

parties or on interveners; (4) requiring that the pleadings be amended to 

eliminate therefrom allegations as to representation of absent persons, and 

that the action proceed accordingly; (5) dealing with similar procedural 

matters, The orders may be oombined with an order under Rule 16, and may be 

altered or amended as may be desirable from time to time. 

23.05 Dismissal or Compromise, 

A class a&ion shall not be dismissed or compromised without the 

approval of the oourt, and notioe of the proposed dismissal or compromise 

shall be given to all members of the class in such manner as the court dire&s. 

23.06 Derivative Actions by Shareholders or Members. 

In a derivative action brought by one or more shareholders or members 

to enforce a right of a corporation or of an unincorporated association, the 

corporation or association having failed to enforce a right which may proper* 

be asserted by it, the oomplaint shall allege that the plaintiff was a share- 

holder or member et the time of the transaction of which he aom~lains or that 

his share or membership thereafter devolved on him by operation of law. The 

complaint shall also allege with nartioularity the efforts* if any, made by 

the Plaintiff to obtain the aotion he desires from the direotors or comparable 
c 

from * 

for his f~hr@ to obtain the action or for not making the effort, The deri- 
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'yative a&ion may not be maintained if it appears that the plaintiff does 

not fairly and adequately represent the interests of the shareholders or 

members similarly situated in enforcing the right of the corporation or 

association. The a&ion shall not be dismissed or commomised without the 

approval of the court, and notice of the proposed dismissal or aompromlse 

shall be given to shareholders or members in such manner as the oourt directs, 

23.07 Aations Relating to Unincorporated Associations. i 
An action brought by or against the members of an unincorporated asso- 

ciation as a class by naming certain members as representative parties may 

be maintained only if it appears that the representative parties will fairly 

and adequately proteut the interests of the association and its members, In 

the eonduct of the action the court may make appropriate orders corresponding 

with those described in Rule 23.04 and the prooedure for dismissal or cornpro- 

mise of the action shall correspond with that provided in Rule 23.05, 

1 

Note 

Prior to 1966, Minnesota Rule 23.01 and Federal Rule 23(a) were identi- 
cal in their respective provisions. The Minnesota rule adopted the interpreta- 
tion of the federal rule establishing three separate alassif&ations for class 
actions, namely true, hybrid, and spurious. Minnesota also adopted the federal 
case interpretation regarding the effect of the class aotion in each of the 
three classifications, namely true class aation - binding upon all members of 
the ulass; hybrid class action - binding upon all persons joined in the action 
or who received notice and an invitation to participate in the action: spurious 
class action - binding only upon those actually named or joined as parties to 
the lawsuit. Minnesota also followed the general federal format requiring that 
the class be so numerous as to make it impracticable to try the lawsuits in- 
dividually and requiring that the representation be adequate to insure fairness 
to all represented. 

As the comment to the amended federal rules indicates, substantial 
difficulty has been encountered in applying the three classifications to the 
various fact situations arising in class aations. The words trjoint,lfi "common,18 
eta., also have proven to be obscure and uncertain. In many respects, the 
federal cases alassified the c&ass action in aaoordanue with the opinion of 
the trial court regarding the best ms judiaata appliuation for that partioular 
action. The pro 1966 federal rule did not give the trial oourt discretion to 
adjust the olaas aotions to oonform to the most desirable pro&dural implioa- 
tions and res Judiaata implications as the Case developed thzymgh the uourso 
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of discovery, etc. Further, the original federal rule did not specifically 
set forth measures that might be taken during the pendency of the action to 
assure procedural fairness to members of the class. Minnesota corrected many 
of the difficulties in the federal rule by adoption of Rule 23.W in March of 
1959. Federal Rule 23 had no counterpart to the former Minnesota Rule 23.04. 
The amended federal rule in many respects gives the trial court the same powers 
as set forth in the former Minnesota Rule 23.N. In view of the close legal 
effect of the former Minnesota provision and the new federal provision, it 
is desirable to adopt the new federal provisions so that consistency between 
federal decisions and the Minnesota decisions will be more likely. 

The amended rule describes in nractical terms the occasions when a 
class action can be maintained. The familiar concept: of a large number of ' 
persons composing the olass and adequate representation for the interests of 
all members of the class is retained in the new Rule 23.01. The new Rule 
23.01 abolishes the arbitrary classifications of the classes. The court is . 
given the power throughout the course of the lawsuit to determine what the 
res judioata effect of the actions will be. Guidelines are set forth in the 
rule to guide the exercise of discretion by the judges. Specifically, sub- 
division (.Oi) states the prerequisites for maintaining a class action in 
terms of numbers and qualifications of representatives. Subdivision (,02) 
sets forth the elements to be considered in determining if a olass aation can 
be maintained. The considerations stated in clauses 23,02(l)(A) and (B) are 
somewhat comparable to the elements used in determining whether or not a person 
is a Rule 19 party. Clause (A) relates to ulaiips by an individual or again& 
an individual where conflicting standards or decisions would be incompatible 
with proper judicial results; e.g. separate actions by individuals against a 
municipality to declare a bond issue invalid or to condition or limit it, 
would be incompatible with the need of the municipality to finance government 
services because of multiplicity and the desirability for a single results 

Clause (B) of Rule 23,02(l) oonoerns itself with oases where as a 
practical matter persons not inoluded in the lawsuit might be bound, i.e. 
policyholders in a fraternal benefit association where the issue is the pro- 
priety of a reorganization of the association. The primary consideration 
under this clause is the adverse practioal effeot upon the interest of the 
other members of the class who are similarly situated but not joined as 
technical parties to the lawsuit and thus not bound by the result unless 
considered a member of a class. 

Subdivision (2) of Rule 23.02 involves situations where injunctive 
relief or declaratory action is taken and it effects the interest of a large 
number of persons. Illustrative of this type of case is the civil rights 
litigation. No ease involving money damages falls under this subdivision. 

Subdivision (3) of Rule 23.02 involves oases that have not traditionally 
fallen within the class a&ion concept but might well be tried better as a 
class action to achieve economies of time and expense and to promote uniformity 
of decision without sacrifioing procedural fairness to the individuals who 
might be involved. A prerequisite to defining a class action under this sub- 
division is that the common questions predominate over the individual questions. 
Generally the mass accident oases would not fall within this subdivision be- 
cause of the individual liability and damage issues* but a group fraud aase 
might well be a &ass action on liability even though separate damage issues 
areinvolv& 
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Rule 23,03(l) requires the court to determine as early in a proaeeding 
as praatiaable whether or not the class a&ion may be maintained as a class 
action. Under Rule 23.03(l) the court can make a conditional determination 
that a ala88 a&ion will or will not be maintained. Suah a determination can 
be altered or amended before final disposition of the case, The court has the 
power to oondition its order that the a&ion will be a Ok88 aotiong or& 
additional or different representatives, notioe to the members of the class, 
eta. 

Rule 23.03(2) protects the interest of individuals who may be the sub- 
ject matter of a class aotion under Rule 23.02(3) by requiring that notice be ' 
given to each member of the class of that member's right to be excluded from 
the lawsuit in the event that he requests such exclusion. A person receiving 
such notice may, if he wishes, enter an appearance through hi8 own counsel, 
may permit the aation to eontinue as a olass action, or, upon his request,, may 
be excluded. 

Rule 23.03(3) makes specific rovision for the various types of class 
actions set forth in Rule 23.02(1)(27(J). It provides generally that class 
actions maintained under Rule 23,02(l) or (2), whether or not favorable to 
the class, shall inolude and describe those whom the oourt finds to be member8 
of the olass. If the judgment is maintained as an action under Rule 23,02(3) 
the court shall speoify by name or describe those to whom the notice was sent 
and who have not requested exclusion and whom the court finds to have been in- 
cluded as member8 of the ol.ass in the lawsuit. Rule 23,03(j) exoludes a pro- 
cedural device known as a one way intervention. Under existing federal praotiae 
many federal oourts have permitted parties to intervene in spurious class action8 
after decision or judgment for purposes of being included in the alass when the 
judgment was favorable to the &ass@ Rule 23.03(J) will bar this prooedure and 
will require that the class be determined prior to judgment. 

Rule 23.03(b) permits class actions with respect to partiuular issues 
and permits classes to be divided into .eubcla8ses and each subclass treated 
as a &ass. 

Rule 23.W is concerned with the fair and effioient conduct of the 
trial. It makes provisions for discretionary power in the court to determine 
the best method of conducting the class action, including handling of evidence, 
amendment of pleadings, eta. In many respeots the power set forth under Rule 
23.W is similar to the power of the court under Rule I6 and contains some of 
the features :formerl$ set forth in the Minnesota Rule 23,Ok 

Rule 23.05 preserves the present requirement of court approval for dis- 
missal or comprom3.8e of class actions. 

A new Rule 23.06 is added to the rules. It is similar to the former 
Minnesota Rule 23.02. The new rule rel;ates to derivative aution by shareholders., 
Shareholders as a class may bring class actions to enforce shareholder rights 
under the other subseutions of Rule 23, e,g, action to oompel deolaration of a 
dividend, A derivative lawsuit by a shareholder or a member of an unincorporated 
association has distin&ive aspects whioh require speaial treatment, The rule 
reaognises that the class may be oomposed of one or more than one shareholder. 
The rule requires that the plaintiff be a shareholder at the time of the tram- 
,aution of which ho oomplain8 or that hi8 &are wa8 obtained by him by operation 
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of law. The purpose is to prevent persons from purchasing stock solely for 
purposes of maintaining shareholders' derivative actions. Derivative actions 
require approval of the court if the a&ion is to be dismissed or compromised. 
The rule also recognizes the power of the court to question the adequacy of 
the representation by the plaintiff shareholders. Minnesota Rule 23.06 elimin- 
ates the federal requirement of verification of the complaint and the federal 
provision prohibiting a collusive action to confer diversity jurisdiction upon 
a United States court. The latter provision has no state jurisdiction counter- 
part. Verifiaation under this rule as an exception to the complaint form gen- 
erally seems undesirable and could constitute an unnecessary technical trap 
for counsel. 

A new Rule 23.07 is added relating to actions against unincorporated 
association8. Action8 against unincorporated assoaiations have traditionally 
been treated as class actions. Rule 23.07 will permit this type of class 
a&ion subjeot to the general rnles regarding olass a&ions or derivative 
actions when for 8ome reason the association oannot be sued aa an enti,w:tider 
local p2-oaedure. 

24.01 Intervention of Right. 

Upon timely application anyone shall be permitted to intervene in an 

interest relating to the property or transaction which is the subjeot of the 

action and he is so situated that the disposition of the action may as a 

practical matter impair or impede his ability to protect that interest, unless 

the appliuant's interest is adequately represented by existing parties. 
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Note 

The Minnesota amendment adopts the amended Federal Rule 24(a)(2) as 
Minnesota Rule 24.01. The prior Minnesota Rule 24.01 and Federal Rule 24(a) 
were not identical. The prior i%innesota Rule 24.01(l) had been interpreted 
as a rule codification of the Minnesota Supreme Courtfs decision in Faricy V. 
St. Paul Investment and Society, 110 Minn, 311, 125 N.W. 676 (1910). See In 
Re Application of Sister Kenny Foundation, Inc., 267 Minn. 352, 126 N.W.Pd- 
640 (1964); Wright, Joinder of Claims and Parties, 36 Minn. L. Rev, 580, 628. 
In the Sister Keq case the court stressed that the language did not contem- 
plate a l~possible" gain or loss as opposed to a %ecessarytl gain or loss. 
Subdivision (2) and subdivision (3) of prior Minnesota Rule 24.01 were identi- 
cal to the former federal provisions (2) and (3). It is fair to say that the 
prior subdivisions (2) and (3) are meaningless in the former Minnesota rule 
since all cases encompassed within those two clauses would also be encompassed 
within the Minnesota version of subdivision (I), 

The amendment to the federal rule eliminates federal subdivisions (2) 
and (3) and substitutes as subdivision (2) provisions permitting intervention 
as a matter of right if the party is so situated that as a practical matter 
decision in the pending action would impair or impede his ability to protect: 
his snterest. Federal rule provision (1) is not included in the present Minne- 
sota rule and is not adopted in the amended Minnesota Rule 24.01. Federal 
subdivision (1) relates to intervention in an a&ion when a statute of the 
United States confers an unconditional right to intervene. This subdivision 
merely states the neuessary result if there is a statutory right to intervene. 

The amended Rule 24.01 represents a change in Minnesota law. Minnesota 
has been much more stringent in determining necessity of gain or loss by direct 
legal effect of the judgment than have the federal courts. The proposed federal 
provision, while closer to the former Minnesota subdivision (1) than the prior 
federal rules, still permits the court t0,permi.t intervention as of right if 
a practical result of the decision rather than a necessary result of the de&- 
sion will injure the plaintiff. The amendment is desirable purely for clarifi- 
cation and for the sake of consistency with the federal rule. The former provision 
in the Mnnesota rule is an ambiguous provision in the sense that the court'is to 
speculate whether or not the person would lose or gain if he became a party. It 
is difficult to see how a person would not gain or lose if he became a party. 

24.03 Prooedure. 

A person desiring to intervene shall serve a motion to intervene upon 

4U the parties a%u&ed-thereby as provided in Rule 5. The motion shall state 

the grounds therefor and shall be accompanied by a pleading setting forth the 

claim or defense for which.'intervention is sought. 

Note / 

This amendment conforms Rule 24.03 to the requirements in the amended 
Rule 5.01. 
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26.02 Scope of Examination. 

Unless otherwise ordered by the court as provided by Rule 30.02 or 

30.04, the witness may be examined regarding any matter, not privileged, 

which is relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending action, 

whether it relates to the claim or defense of the examining party or to the 

claim or defense of any other party, including the erdstence, description, 

nature, custody, condition and location of any books, documents, or other 

tangible things and the identity and location of persons having knowledge of 

relevant facts. It is not ground for objection that the testimony will be 

inadmissible at the trial if the testimony sought appears reasonably calcu- 

lated to lead to the disaovery of admissible evidence. The produation or 

inspection of any wr$ting obtained or prepared by the adverse party,.his c 

attorney, surety, indemnitor, or agent in anticipation of litigation or'in 

preparation for trial, or of any writing that reflects an attorney's mental 

impressions , conclusions, opinions, or legal theories, or, except as provided 

in Rule 35, the conclusions of an expert, shall not be required. In any action 

in which there is an insurance policy which may afford coverage, any party max 

require any other party 

and the amounts paid and payable thereunder and under Rule 34 may obtain pro- 

duction of the insurance policy; provided, however, that the above provision 

will not permit such disclosed information to be introduced into evidence unless 

admissible for other reasons' or upon other groundse 

Note 

This amendment permits discovery of insurance coverage where such 
coverage technically may not be relevant to the subject matter of the ' 
action. See Jeppesen v* Swanson, 243 Minn. 547, 68 N.W,2d 649 (1955). 
The rule applies to claimants and defendants and is not lM.ted to liability 
insurance. By its terms the amendment will apply in any aation in which 
insuranae coverage may be involved and where the amount of coverage will 
have a bearing on settlement of the litigation. Suah things as aoverage of 
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medical insuranao, aollision aoverage, eta., will be subjeat to disaovery 
under this amendment, Produation of the insuranas policy is speaifiaally made 
subjeat to the requirements of Rule 9. It is expeated that produotion of the 
policy will generally be limited to those eases where aoverage ir denied or dis- 
putod. 

26.05 Objeations to Admissibility. 

Subjeat to the provisions of Ruleg 28.02 and 32.03, objeation may be 

made at the ttiial or hearing to reaeiving in evidenoe any deposition or part 

thereof for any reason whiah would require the exalusion of evidenae if the 

witness were then present and testifying. 

Note . 

Referenae to Rule 28.02 is added, See Note to Rule 28.02. 

28.02 In Foreign CountHes. 

In a foreign &ate-em country, depositions ohaL& mag be taken (1) on" . 

notice before a eee~e~~-e~~~ue~-e~-~e~~~e~,~ee~e~-~e~e~~~~ee~e~, 

~ee-ee~e~~~e~~ee~e~~~~o~~~e~~~~e~U~~~-~~~oe~ person authorited to 

administer oaths in the plaae in which the examination is held, either by 

the law thereof or by the law of the United States, or (2) before oush 5 

person e~~ef~ieor~e~~~~be~pp~~~~~~b~-ee~ee~e~~e~~~e~~~e~~e~~~~e~~e~~ 

commissioned by the Court, and a person so commissioned shall have the Power 

by virtue of his aommission to administer any necessary oath and take testimow4 

or (3) Pursuant to a letter rotatory_. A commission or 5 lettere rogatory #hall 

be issued e~~~~~-Aeeee~P~~e~-eeA~e~e~~~ on applic%&tiOn and nOticev and 

on eueb terms o~lwi~b-eue)kolipee~~eAe-os that are just and appropriate. & 

is not requisite to the issuance of a commission or a letter rotatory that 

the taking of the deposition in any other manner is impraatioable or inaon- 

venient; and both a aomission and a letter rotatory may be issued in proper 

. 
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Cases* OLCIoope~oy-b~ee~~t~~~~-netieee~n~ee~oe~e~e A notice or 

commission may designate the person before whom the deposition is to be taken 

either by name or desariptive title, and A lettere rogatory may be addressed 

"To the Appropriate Judioir~ Authority in (here name the aountry)." Evidence 

obtained in response to a letter rogatory need not be exaluded merely for the 

reason that it fb not a verbatim transcript or that the testimony was not 

taken under oath or for any similar departure from the requirements for denoei- 

tione taken within the United States under these Rules. 

Note 

This amendment,follows the federal rule amendment. The purpose is to 
facilitate the taking of depositions %n foreign aountriee. Clause (1) is 
amended to broaden the alass of persons before whom depositions may be taken. 
Under clause (1) persons authorized to administer oaths either by the laws of 
the foreign state where the examination will be held or by the laws of the 
United States is a person before whom a deposition may be taken, Clause (2) 
alarifies the power of the aourt to constitute authority to administer oaths 
in a person appointed by commission. Clause (3) expands the letters rogatory 
and permits the use of letters even though no showing of impossibility or 
impractiaability of taking the deposition under clauses (1) or (2) is estab- 
lished. Some foreign countries will enforce, by legal proaese of that country, 
the obligation of the witness to appear at the deposition only under a letter 
rogatory but not in aid of a aommission. The last subdivision is added in 
recognition of the fact that depositions taken by persons in foreign aountries 
pursuant to a letter rogatory will commonly be taken in the manner familiar to 
the benohinthat aountry. Such deposition prooedures may not aonform to the 
established prooeduree of the United States. In this event, the deposition 
may still be used as a deposition so long as the proaeduree of the foreign 
aountry are observed. 

Rule 33. Interrogatories~to Parties. 

~popty~pUrbr,oe~e~upe~~~~~e~a~~~~~-~~~~o~~~~~e~~e~t~~~e~~te 

be~owen~-b~~#e~~~t~-~e~~~e~~~~~~tbe~~~t~~~~~~~~~tb~~~te~e~~ 

p~it;5~~~U~~~~~~AAA~eA4~~ba~e~eA~pA~~At~~~A~~t~OA4A4~~AtAeA~ 

~~eA~weeir~o~~~~~~~e~~~A~~~~4~eAt~~~-e~a~~~~4uAb 

inferraat~~e~i~~~~~~~~~At~.~AteAA~~t~~a~~~A~~AA 

eearerr~eAt~eEI~~e~~~~ut.~~u~-e~~~ee~~~~~~ee~ee 
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may serve more than a total. of 50 interrogatories upon any other party unless 

permitted to do so by the aourt upon motion, notiae and a showing of a good 

cause, In computing the total number of interrogatories each subdivision of 

separate questions shall be aounted as an interrogatory. 

(2) Within 15 days after service of interrogatories, separate written 

answers and objeatione to eaah interrogatory shall be served by the resnonding 

party, unless the aourt on motion and notiae and for Rood cause shown enlarges 

or shortens the time. 

1(Y) Objeations shall state with nartiaularity the grounds for the ob- 

Ejection and may be served as a p?&- of the doaument containing the answers 

or separately. Within 15 days after service of objeations to interrogatories, 

the party proposing the interrogatory shall serve notice of hear& on the 

objectionsat the earliest practicable time. Failure to serve said notice 

shall aonstitute a waiver of the right to require answers to each interroga- 

tory to which objection has been made. / Answers to interrogatories to whiah 

objection has been made shall be deferred until the objections are determined. 

(4) Answers to interrogatories shall be stated fully in writing and 

shall be signed under oath by the party served or, if the party served is 

the state or a corporation or a partnership or an association, by any officer 

or managinp agent, who shall furnish such information as is available. 
,' 

(5) Interrogatories may relate to any matters whiah can be inquired 

into under Rule 26.02, and the answers may be used to the same extent as pro- 

vided in Rule 26.04 for the use of the deposition of a party. Interrogatories 

may be served after a deposition has been taken, and a deposition may be sought 

after interrogatories have been answered, but the court, on motion of the wit- 

nesses or the party interrogated, may make suah proteative order as justice 

may require. The provisions of Rule,,30.02 are applicable for the proteation 

of the party from whom answers to interrogatories are sought under this rule, 
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Note 

Rule 33 has been rearranged and subdivided for purposes of olarity. 
The word "adversel' in Rule 33 has been eliminated. The Committee believes 
that any party should have the right to direat interrogatories to any other 
party without regard to the assertion or non assertion of a claim between 
the parties. Amended Rule 33 requires objection by the responding party to 
eaah interrogatory served and permits the objeation to be stated separately 
or within the same document containing the answers to the other interrogator- 
ies. If objeation is made to an interrogatory, the grounds for the objection 
must be stated with partioularity. The amended Rule 33 aasts upon the inquir- 
ing party the obligation of bringing the objeation on for hearing. If notioe 
for hearing is not served within 15 days from the servioe of the objeation, 
the right to require a response to the interrogatory is waived. This amendment 
is designed to permit greater flexibility in the use of Rule 33 and to relieve 
the trial court from the automatic hearing now required under Rule 33 if ob- 
jections are made to interrogatories. Often an inquiring party, obtaining the 
information from some other source or not deeming it that important, does not 
desire or does not feel the need to compel a response to the partioular in- 
terrogatory to which objeation has been made. 

The rule has been olarified to 'alearly impose upon the answering party 
the obligation of signing the responses to the interrogatory. All responses 
to interrogatories are to be signed under oath. 

Rule 33 has.been amended to limit the number of interrogatories that 
may be served by any party upon any other party, without prior approval by 
the court, to 50 separate questions. All 50 questions may be contained in 
one set of interrogatories or may be divided between two or more sets of 
interrogatories. The amended rule states that eaoh separate qucsstion shall 
be oounted as a separate interrogatory even though it is related to a prior 
question or is a subdivision of a question, 

35.03 Waiver of Medical Privilege. 

If at any stage of an action a party voluntarily places in controversg 

the physical, mental or blood condition of himself or a person under his oon- 

trol, such party thereby waives any privilege he may have in that action 

regarding the testimony of every person who has examined or may thereafter 

examine him or the person under his control in respeat of the same mental, 

physical or blood oondition. 

Note 

Waiver of medical privilege by the person affirmatively putting his 
physical, mental or blood oondition in issue in a lawsuit is in aaoordanoe 
with the general purpose and philosophy of rule proaedure. Mutual faot 

. ,. ,. 
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knml&ge regarding all facts in issue by all parties is a foundation‘stone 
of rule procedure. Fifteen states do not recognize medical privilege. Five 
other states provide for compulsory waiver by a claimant seeking damages for 
personal injury, or by a party who puts his physical condition in issue. The 
amendment is consistent with the concept that medioal privilege should exist 
as a shield, not a sword. See Nelson,v. Ackerman, 249 Minn. 582, 83 N.W.Pd 
500 (195718 Snyker v* Snyker, 2b5 I%nn. 405, 72 ILW.2d 357 (1955). 

The amendment requires that the person who has the medical privilege 
or who has control over the person with the privilege affirmatively place the 
physical, mental or blood condition in issue, A denial of an affirmative 
allegation by an opposing party is not an affirmative placing of the condition 
in issue and is not a Voluntary11 act by the person with the privilege. In 
such a situation, there would be no waiver. As an example, a plaintiff seek- 
ing damages for personal injury has voluntarily and affirmatively put his 
physical condition in issue by his complaint and has waived mediaal privilege 
regarding that condition. If, however, plaintiff in his complaint should 
allege or should otherwise assert that defendant was negligent in driving an 
automobile without eye glasses because defendant had extremely poor vision, 
defendant by denting the allegation or by taking issue with the quality of 
his visitin, has not voluntarily or affirmatively raised an issue regarding his 
physical condition. In suoh a case, there would be no waiver of the medical 
privilege. 

Protective orders under Rule 30.02 are available to the parties to 
limit or prevent involuntary medical examinations or disclosure of medical 
information in those cases where protection in whole or in part is necessary. 
Protective orders under Rule 30.02 and the discretionary power of the court 
to grant or limit production of documents under Rule 34 will provide protec- 
tion against attempts to secure medical information not relevant to the medical 
issues involved in the pending action. 

38.03 Placing Action on Calendar. 

,i 

3 

A party desiring to have an actio placed on the calendar for trial 

shall, after issue is joined, prepare a note of issue setting forth the title 

of the action, whether the issue is one of fact or of law, and if an issue 

of fact whether it is triable by oourt or by jury, and the names and addresses 

and the telephone numbers of the respective counsel, and shall serve the same 
/I' 

on counsel for all parties not in default and file it, with proof of serviae, 

with the clerk within IO days after such service in all districts where but 

one term of court is held annually and in all other distriats at least 8 28 

days before the beginning of a general term; and thereupon the action shall be 

placed on the aalendar for trial and shall remain thereon from term to term 
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until tried or stricken therefrom. The party serving a note of issue shall, 

and any other party may, serve a note of issue upon counsel for any person 

who beaomes a party to the action subsequent to the initial service. 

Note 

Filing the note of issue 8 days before the beginning of a term of uourt 
is insufficient time from the commencement of the action to trial to permit 
the use of discovery and other pretrial devises. 28 days was seleated as an 
appropriate minimum time after answer and before trial and a time that would 
end on a Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday, rather than a weekend. Adding the 
telephone number of counsel to the note of issue is designed purely as a 
convenience to the clerk and opposing counsel. 

39.03 Preliminary Instruations in Jury Trials. 

After the jury has been impaneled and sworn, and before opening state- 

ments of counsel, the court may instruct the jury as to the respective claims 

of the parties and as to suah other matters as till aid the jury in compre- 

hending the trial procedure and sequence to be followed. Preliminary instruc- 

tions may also embrace such matters as burden of proof and preponderance of 

evidence, the elements which the jury may consider in weighing testimony or 

determining credibility of witnesses, rules applicable to opinion evidence, 

and such other rules of law as the court may deem essential to the proper 
i 

understanding of the evidence. 

Note 

This rule is permissive, not mandatory. In some cases preliminary 
instructions may not~be desirable. In other cases substantive rules of law 
may not be desirable for preliminary instructions, but "boiler plate" in- 
structions would be helpful.,. Preliminary instructions on such matters as . 
are commonly encompassed in &he "boiler plate!' instructions will generally 
aid the jury in their decisional process. Such procedure will also protect 
trial counsel better than the present proaedure of preinstructing juries only 
at the t%me of welooming or’ orienting the new jury panel. Group instruutions 
given at the time jurors are called for jury service without regard to a 
particular case prevent trial counsel from knowing the instructions and other 
material given to the jury and does not give him an opportunity to correct 
any errors. Rule 39.03 will aorreat this diffiaulty. 

I 
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39.04 Opening Statements by Counsel. 

Before any evidencre is introduced, plaintiff may make an opening 

statement; whereupon any other party may make an opening statement or may 

reserve the 8ame unt3.L. h*,r oaae in ohief $8 amwdr Omminn rtataments may 

be waived by any party to the aation without affeating the right of any other 

party to make such an opening statement. 

Note 

The amendment adding Rule 39.04 restates the existing law of Minnesota. 
However, to clarify the law and to aonform generally to the proaedure set 
forth in the loaal rules of prooedure for the Federal Distriot Courts for the 
Distriat of Minnesota, Rule 39.04 is added. / 

. . 

41.02 Involuntary Dismissal; Effect Thereof,' 

(3) Unless the aourt in its order for dismissal otherwise speaifies, 

a dismissal under this rulebnd any dismissal not provided for in this rule 

or in Rule 41.01, other than a dismissal for laak of jurisdiotion, for forum 

non aonveniens er-Eer~~oek~f~-i~e~e~eab~e-~~~~, or for failure to join 

a party indispensable under Rule 19, operates aa an adjudiuation upon the 

merits, 

Note 

Minnesota Rule 41.02 and Federal Rule 41(b) are not identical at the 
present time. The Minnesota rule is more liberal than the federal rule re- 
garding the aourt's power to dismiss matters upon the court's own motion. 
No change is made in that portion of Rule 41.02. The amended Rule 41.02(3) 
refleats the change in Rule 19 to modify the indispensable party aoncept, 
and adds dismissals now permitted under forum non aonveniens as a dismissal 
not aonsidered to be on the merits. 

4Q.02 Separate Trials, 

The uourt& in furtherance of convenience or to avoid prejudioe& 2 

when separate trials will be aonduaive to expedition and eoononw, wag order 
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a separate trial of any alaim, cross-claim , aounterolaim, or third-party 

alaim, or of any separate issue or of any number of olaims, oross-alaims, 

aounterclaims, third-party claims, or issues. 

Note 

The amendment oonforma generally to the federal amendment. Separation 
of liability and damage issues are permitted under the existing Rules of Civil 
Procedure. The amendment merely refleats that one of the grounds for separa- 
tion will be expedition and eoonomy. 

43.07 Interpreters. 

The oourt may appoint an interpreter of its own selection and may fix 

his reasonable aompensation. The compensation shall be paid out of funds 

prodded by law or by one or more of the parties as the oourt may dire&, 

and may be taxed ultimately as costs, in the disoretion of the oourt. 

Note 

Minnesota previously had no rule relating to interpreters. The rule 
follows the federal rule. Presently no state funds are available to oompen- 
sate interpreters except under M.S.A. 253.033. This rule would permit inter- 
preters for deaf or dumb persons. 

Rule44. Proof of Official Reaord, 

44.01 Authentiaation ef-Copy. 

jl> Domestic, An offiaial recordkept within the United States, or 
/ 

any state, district, commonwealth, territory, or insular possession thereof, 

or within the Panama Canal Zone, the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, 

or the Wukyu Islands, or an entry therein, when admissible for any purpose, 

may be evidenaed by an offiaial publication thereof or by a aopy attested by 

the offioer having the legal custody of the reoord, or by his deputy, and 
/,' 

aocompanied by a aerkifioate that woh offioer has the oustody, %4&e-eS&eo 

44, 
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iv-wkiok-th~-veee~~~e-ke~~~~e~u~th~~~tbe~~~~t~~S~tee-ev~~tb~n~~tev~te~~ 

ev-~lreukiv-pevoeesien~e~~eet~te~tk~~e~~~e~~e~~tbe~~~t~~~tee~ ghe certi- 

ficate may be made by a judge of a court of record of the district or political 

subdivision in whioh the record is kept, authentiuated by the seal of the 

oourt, or may be made by any public officer having a seal of office and having 

official duties in the distriot or political subdivision in whiah the reoord 

is kept, authenticated by the seal of his office. rL=the-e~~iee-iv-wb~eb-the 

veeerd-io-kopt-jrs-in~~~eve~g~~etate-er-ee~~~~~-tke-eerBLE~ea~e-~y~be~~e 

by~-aoeve~~~o~~em~ve~~ev~~e~t~e~,-oere~~-geneva;L~-eene~~-~ee~eene~~ 

OP~OOAA~P~~~A~~~A~~~~-~~~~~OA~A~~h~~~~~~~&A~~A~AA~~~~~hA~~~~~ 

S~~e~v~~~~~~~A~~~e~~eve~~-e~~e~ev-ee~~~vy~~n~wb~eb~~be~veee~~~e~ke~~~ 

ondsuLherrt~eotecl-~-tb~e~~-e~-h~e-e~~~ee. 

52) Foreign. A foreign official record, or an entry therein, when 

admissible for any purpose, may be evidenced by an offioial PubUcation 

thereof; or a oopy thereof, attested by a person authorised to make the 

attestation, and accompanied by a final certification a-s to the genuineness 

of the signature and official position (i) of the attesting person, or (ii) 

of aKY foreign Official whose certificate of genuineness of signature and 

official position relates to the attestation or is in a chain of certificates 

of genuineness of signature and official position relating to the attestation. 

A final certification may be made by a secretary of embassy or legation, 

consul general, consul, vise consul, or consular agent of the United States, 

or a diplomatic or consular official of the foreign oountry assigned or 

accredited to the United States. If reasonable opportunity has been given 

to all parties to investigate the authenticity and accuracy of the doauments, 

the court may, for good cause shown, (i) admit an attested copy without final 

certification or (ii) permit the foreign offioial record to be evidenoed by 

an attested summary with or without a final oertifioation. 
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Wk.02 -AeeS-OS Lack of Reoord. 

e~~ieia~-~eeod,~o~bp~h~e~de~t~ that after diligent search no record or 

entry of a speoified tenor is found to exist in the records e&4&s-ePG%eev 

designated by the statement, ooee~~i~-by-a~ee~t~~~~te~e~b~e~~~~~~ 

authenticated as provided in Rule &.01(l) in the case of a domestic record, 

or complying with the requirements of Rule @.01(2) for a summary in the case 

of a foreign record, is admissible as evidenae that the reaords e&h&s-oC&eo 

aontain no such reaoid or entry. 

44.03 Other Proof. 

This rule does.not prevent the proof of offiuial reoords or of entry 

or laak of entry therein by any other method authorieed by law. any-a@&-. 

eob~e~o~t;ute-er~b~~tb~~ee-o~~evkile~eelet-eemm~&w. 

44.04 Determination of Foreign Law. 

A party who intends to raise an issue concerning the law of a foreign 

country shall give notice in his Pleading8 or other reasonable written notice. 

The court, in determining foreign law, may consider any relevant material or 

source, including testimony, whether or not submitted by a party or admissible 

under Rule 43. The court's determination shall be treated as a ruling on a 

guestion of law. 

Note 

The prior Minnesota rule and the prior federal rule were identical. 
The amendment continues this identity. With regard to proof of official 
records kept in the United States the amended provisions are in substance 
the same as the prior Rule 44. The amendments are really more exact des- 
criptions of the geograFht*" ' fl?~?as covered. In the area of foreign pub- 
lications substar&& ame@d~~lents h&v@ been made. The amended rule reoognibes 
that generally proof Of fQlW&n offioirf reoordr wild. ba QoV@mtil l&y @MI #%&llr 
However, instanaes will occur when it will be d9.ffioul.t or &mpossible to 
satisfy the rule beaause there is no United States oonsul in a partioular 
foreign oountry and the foreign officials will not oooperate. It is for this 
reason that the.final sentenoe of Rule J&01(2) is inserted. Rule bh.02 is 
ahanged to reflsat the ohanges made in Rule 44.01. 
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The amendment to Rule 44.04 is a new provision and has the effect of 
changing foreign law from a question of faut to a question of law. This 
rule was adopted by the Federal Advisory Committee on Rules and the Connrdttee 
on International Rules of Judicial Procedure. The rule requires that notice 
of intent to raise an issue of foreign law be given. Existing Rule 8.01 
creates some doubt whether or not suuh reliance on foreign law must be pleaded. 
Amendment to Rule 44 now provides that notice alone is required. It need not 
be in the pleadings. The n ice must be written. 
obligation to give notiae o P 

No time is set on the party's 
raising an issue of foreign law except the general 

one of reasonable time. The second portion of the new Rule M.04 makes pro- 
vision for the various souroes fromwhioh the oourt may determine the foreign 
law. 

45.04 Subpoena for Taking Depositions: Place of -nation. 

(1) Proof of servioe of notice to take a deposition as provided in 

Rules 30.01 and 31.01 or in a state where the action is pending oonstitutes . 

a sufficient authorization for the issuance of subpoenas for the persons 

named or desaribed therein. The subpoena may oommand the person to whom it 

is directed to produce designated books, papers* doauments, or tangible things 

which constitute or contain evidence relating to any of the matters within 

the saope of the examination permitted by Rule 26.02, but in that event the 

subpoena will be subject to the provisions of Rules 30.02 and 45.02. 

Rule 

The amendment is designed to permit use of the Minnesota subpoena 
power to assist in taking depositions in Minnesota where the trial is pend- 
ing in another state. The former rule was ambiguous regarding the propriety 
of issuing a Minnesota subpoena to aid in discovery in a case pending in a 
sister state. Proof of aompliance with the disaovery rules of the state 
where the action is pending is sufficient proof to permit the issuance of a 
Minnesota subpoena. 

47.03 Separation of Jury. 

After the ljury has retired for its deliberations, the court, in its 

discretion, may Permit the jury to separate overnight and return to its 

deliberations the following morning. 
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Note 

The practice of requiring the jury to remain together from the time 
the case is submitted to the jury until the final verdict of the jury creates 
hardships and undue expense in many cases. In many counties suitable accom- 
modations for sleeping are not in existence. In other counties the cost of 
providing such sleeping accommodations is becoming prohibitive. Few, if any, 
civil cases require that the jury be locked up during the course of its de- 
liberations. An adequate warning to the jury by the trial judge prior to 
the jury's separation should be sufficient in most cases to prevent any out- 
side influence on the verdict. The proposed rule permits the trial judge in 
his sole discretion to allow the jury to separate during the deliberations. 
In some cas8s, such as protracted trials or cases involving substantial publ.3.o. 
interest, the trial judge may feel that separation, is not desirable. In many 
other cases the trial judge may believe that separation will not effect the 
integrity of the jury verdict. In the opinion of the Committee, it is better 
practice to permit separation of the jury during its deliberations than to 
compel the jury to remain at the deliberations throughout the night and, per- 
haps, coercing a verdict through physical exhaustion. 

The purpose of the amendment is related to solving the problem of 
overnight sleeping accommodations and is not intended to permit separation 
of the jury over weekends or holidays, or to permit the jury to avoid early 
evening deliberations. The trial judge is not to instruct the- jury that they 
may adjourn at a given time in the evening, but rather should permit the 
separation at a time when it is clear that deliberations should not continue 
further into the night. 

The proposed rule is consistent with the Minnesota practice in the use 
of sealed verdicts. See Colstad V. Levine, 243 Minn. 279, 64 N.W.2d 648 (1954). 
The same considerations set forth in the Colstad case should be considered by 
the trial judge in determining whether or not a separation should be permittedr 

50.01 Directed Verdi&; When Made; Effect. 

A motion for a directed verdict may be made at the close of the evidence 

offered by an opponent or at the close of all'the evidence. A party who moves 

for a directed verdict at the close of the evidence offered by an opponent 

shall, after denial of the motion, have the right to offer evidence as if the 

motion had not been made. A motion for a directed verdict whioh is not granted 

is not a waiver of trial by jury even though all parties to the actionishave 

moved for directed verdicts6 A motion for a directed verdict shall state the 

specific grounds therefor. If the evidence is sufficient to sustain a Verdi& 
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for the opponent, the motion shall not be granbd. The order of the court 

grantinp the motion for a directed verdict is effective without any assent 

of the jury. 

Note 

The amendment does not change the existing law of Minnesota. The 
amendment eonforms to a similar federal amendment and olarifies the law. 
It removes the neoessity for oompelling jurors to express agreement with 
a verdict which they did-not reach and which may be oontrary to their own 
opinion of the raise* No ahange is made in the standards for direoting a 
verdict. 

50.02 Judgment Notwithstanding Verdict. 

(1) A party may move that judgment be entered notwithstanding the 

verdict or notwithstanding the jury has disagreed and been discharged, 

whether or not he has moved for a directed verdiot, and the court shall 

grant the motion if the moving party would have been entitled to a direoted 

verdict at the alose of the evidenae. 

(2) A motion for judgment notwithstanding the verdict may inalude in 

the alternative a motion for a new trial. ~en-eweb~1te~t~~e~met~en~~e 

~esrr4~~be-eew~~g~~~e~~~e~me~~e~~~~~~~~gme~~~~et~tbe~~~~~g~tbe~e~~et, 

~~e-eewt~e~~~st~tbe-~me~t~me-g~~~t~e~~e~~~tbe~me#~~~~e~~-~~~t~~~, 

~t~ilp-euob-oaae~tbe-erde~~e~~t~~~m~t~o~-~e~-~ncrw-tv~~~-e~~~~be~e~~~e~~~~- 

t~ve-err;ly-i~s~-wke~-tbe~e~e~-~~~t~~~~tbe~met~e~-~e~-~~~e~t~~et~tbe~~- 

i~~-tbe-vePQiot-is~~e~e~e~~-~~t~~-e~-eet-oek;le+ 

(3) A motion for judgment notwithstanding the verdiot or notwithstand- 

ing the jury has disagreed and been disoharged shall be made within the time 

specified in Rule 59 for the making of a motion for a new trial and may be 

made on the files, exhibits and minutes of the court. On a motion for judg- 

ment notwithstanding the jury has disagreed and been disuharged, the date of 
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discharge shall be the equivalent of the date of rendition of a verdiat 

within the meaning of that rule, but suah motion must in any event be made 

before a retrial of the a&ion is begun. 

(4) Zf the motion for judgment notwlthatandlng the verdAot is aranted, 

the court shall also rule on the motion for a nsw trial, if any, by deter- 

mining whether it should be granted if the judPment is thereafter vacated 

or reversed, and shall specify the grounds for srrantinsr or denying the motion 

for the new trial. If the motion for a new trial is thus conditionally 

granted, the order thereon does not affect the finality of the judgment. In 

case the motion for a new trial has been aonditionally granted and the judn- 

ment is reversed on a;bpeal, the new trial shall proceed unless the appellate 

court has otherwise ordered. In case the motion for a new trial has been 

conditionally denied, the respondent on appeal may assert error in that denial& 

and if the judgment is reversed on appeal, subsequent proceedings shall be in 

accordance with the order of the appellate court. 

notwithstanding the verdict-may serve a motion for a new trial pursuant to 

Rule 59 except that the times for serving and hearing said motion shall be 

determined from the date of notice of the trial court's order granting judg- 

ment notwithstanding rather than the date the verdict is returned. 

16) If the motion for .judgment notwithstanding the verdict is denied, 

the party.who prevailed on that motion may, as respondent, assert grounds 

entitling him to a new trial in the event the appellate court concludes that 

the trial court erred in denying the motion for judgment notwithstanding the 

verdict. If the appellate~oourt reverses the judgment, nothing in this rule 

precludes it from determining that the respondent is entitled to a new trial, 
I 

or from directinn the trial court to determine whether a new trial shall be 

grant&ii 
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Note 

The amendment to Rule 'jO.O2(3) is a clarifying amendment and makes 
the rule consistent with the amended Rule 59.02. The amendment to Rule SO.02 
by adding subd. (4)(j)(6) conforms the Unnesota rule to the federal rule. 
The effect of this amendment is to encourage a single appeal rather than 
multiple appeals. A second appeal related to a matter that has already been 
decided by the trial court prior to the first appeal is not a sensible or 
economic use of the appellate procedure. 

Rule 51. Instructions to Jury: Objection. 

At the close of the evidence or at such earlier time during the trial 

as the court reasonably directs, any party may file written requests that 

the court instrucrt the jury on the law as set forth in the requests. The 

court shall inform the counsel of its.proposed aation upon the requests 

prior to their arguments to the jury, and such action shall be made a part 
7 

of the record,-& but zhe court shall instruct the jury after the arguments 

are completed except, at the discretion of the uourt, preliminary instruc- 

tions need not be repeated. No party may assign as error unintentional 

misstatements and verbal errors, or omissions in the charge, unless he ob- 

jects thereto before the jury retires to consider its verdict, stating 

distinctly the matter to which he objects and the grounds of his objections, 

&n error in the instructions with respect to fundamental law or controlling 

principle may be assigned in a motion for a new trial though it was not 

otherwise called to the attention of the court. 

Note 

Amendment to Rule 39.03,permitting preliminary instructions to jurors, 
requires a modification to Rule 51 permitting the judge to avoid unnecessary 
repetition of instruations. The amendment creates a discretionary power and 
generally will be applicable only to the"boiler platd'portion of the prelimin- 
ary instructions and where the trial has been of a short time duration. 

I. ..I - . __. ..__ y--------i-------- 
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52.02 Amendment. 

Upon motion of a party made not later than the time allowed for a 

motion for newStrial pursuant to Rule 59.03, the court may amend its find- 

ings or make additional findings , and may amend the judgment accordingly if 

judgment has been entered. The motion may be made with a motion for a new 

trid I When 

findings of fact are made in actions tried by the court>without a jury, the 

question of the sufficiency of the evidence to support the findings may 

thereafter be raised whether or not the party raising the question has made 

in the distriot uourt an objection to such findings or has made a motion to 

amend them or a motion for judgment. I; 

Note 

This amendment is a olarifying amenbent and aonforms to the provi- 
sions of Rule 59.02. 

58.02 Stay. 

The court may order a stay of entry of judgment upon a verdict or 

decision for a period not exceeding the time required for the hearing and 

determination of a motion for new trial or for judgment notwithstanding the 

verdict or to set the verdict aside or to dismiss the action or for amended 

findings, and after such determination may order a stay of entry of judgment ^ 
for not more than 30 days. In granting a stay of entry of judgment under 

this rule for any period exceeding thirty (30) days after verdict or decision, 

the court, in its discretion, may impose such conditions for the security of 

the adverse Party as may be deemed proper. 

Note J 
Although Rule 62.01 provides security to the prevailing party as a 
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condition for staying the execution of a judgment pending disposition of 
various motions made under the Rules and M.S.A. 550.36 provides for staying 
execution on a money judgment for six (6) months on posting bond, there has 
been no express provision providing for any security during a stay of the 
entry of judgment where delays may be encountered in disposing of various 
post-trial *motions. The amendment to Rule 58.02 is designed to cover this 
need. 

59.01 Grounds. 

A new trial may be granted to all or any of the parties and on all 

or part of the issues for any of the following causes: 

(1) Irregularity in the proceedings of the court, 

referee, jury, or prevailing party, or any order 

or abuse of discretion, whereby the moving party 

was deprived of a fair trial;' 

(2) Misconduot of the jury or prevailing party; 

(3) Accident or surprise which could not have been 

prevented by ordinary prudence; 

(4) Material evidence, newly discovered, which with 

reasonable diligence could not have been found 

and produced at the trial; 
‘ 

&$ 112 Excessive or insufficient damages, appearing 

to have been given under the influence of passion 

or prejudice; 

494 m Errors of law occurring at the trial; and objected 

to at the time or, if no objection need have been 

made under Rules 46 and 51, plainly assigned in 

the notice of motion; 
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@$ m The verdiot, decision, or report is not justified 

by the evidence, or is contrary to law; but, unless 

. . it be so expressly stated in the order granting a 

new trial, it shall not be presumed, on appeal, to 

have been made on the ground that the verdiat, de- 

oieion, or r4port was not juetlficsd by the evidenoe, 

On a motion for a new trial in an action tried without a jury, the 

court may open the judgment if one has been entered, take additional testi- 

mony, amend findings of fact and conclusions of law or make new findings and 

oonalusions, and dire& entry of a new judgment. 

Note 

There is no longer a need for Subdivision 5 as a ground for a new 
trial since other amendments to Rule 59 eliminate the necessity for a trans- 
cript or a settled case as a basis for a motion for a new trial. Under the 
amended Rule 59 the inability to obtain a transcript relates solely to 
appellate practioe. If a transcript cannot be obtained or a reeord cannot 
be established sufficient to present the questions properly on appeal, the 
appellate court should resolve the matter by dismissing the appeal or grant- 
ing a new trial as that uourt deems best, 

59.02 Basis of Motion. 

;Ef-ths-m4ti4~-bo~~4~~4~~-eoue4-m4~t8enecl-irr-Bu;Le-~~.O~,-4;Lauoeo 

#~~-te~#$~~~pe~ti~~~t~~ete~~et~~~~~~~~~~ef~~ooe~-~h~~~~be~eb~~b~~~f~- 

~a~t~~i~-Ce~~~~et~4~~~u~4~~-oa4o~obo;L;Llfi~etL-be-44tt~.ecl~~~~~o~~~ 

ia-t~e-P4eePQ~~~wrr;Leco-Lhe-~~~~-~~t~-~et~e48-t~e~met~e~~te~~g~4a~ge~~t~e 

timutee-eC-the-04-t +-lf-t~e~metie~-~4-~~e-e~-t~e-~~~t44~~~t~e~a~~-be 

keciPcl-e~Itk4-~~~t44-e~~t~e~u~~4~e~~of~tbo~~o~4~te~~~~~t-4~~~~et~be 

~4eeeoa~~~fe~~b4~me~~~~~t~te-f~~0~~~4~4e~~4~~tb4~~~ee~~~~~t~ 

4~t~o~ee~ip~ef;t~~~~o~t4~~6~~~~~4 ~-eo.o;E~~~~~t~4~4~~-44~-* 

tie~~~~~~~e~~e~~h4~~~~t~~~-t~e-e~eP~~e-crp4~~~f~e~~~eaoe 

-w- 
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A motion made under Rule 59.01 shall be made and heard on the files, 

exhibits and minutes of the court. Pertinent facts that would not be a part 

,of the minutes may be shown by affidavit. A full or partial transcript of 

the court reporter's notes may be used on the hearing of the motion. 
- 

Note 

The amendment to Rule 39 eliminates the prior practice of basing the 
motion either on a transcript or the minutes of the court plus affidavits 
for certain enumerated grounds. Under the amended Rule 59.02 the motion will 
be heard on the minutes of the court plus the exhibits introduoed and other 
matters on file. Affidavits are permitted to supply facts not otherwise shown 
as a part of the minutes. Minutes include the unofficial and untranscribed 
notes of the oourt reporter , notes of the deputy clerk of court indicating 
which exhibits have been received, and the notes made by the trial judge dur- 
ing the oourse of the trial. The file includes the pleadings, depositions 
on file, etc. Exhibits relate to exhibits introduoed into evidenoe. 

Rule 63.01 adequately oovers the problem of presenting new trial motions 
in the event of the death or incapacity of the trial. judge following the trial 
and before determination of the motion for a new trial. 
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.b&;Ulb4~~~~tb~~-~~~4~-eft4~~4~~4t~e~~~~~44~e~-tb~~~a~~~~e~~b4 

4eei~ie~-e~~epert~~~~tbe~et~en-e~~~be~b~~~tb~n~~O~~~a~te~ 

v~lr4iat-e~aotia~-~~~~-tke-t~mcfo~~~~~~~~~o~~~~b~~t~e~o~~t~~~ 

~eea-~uscek~dw~~4uob=3O~~-pe~~~. 

A notioe of motion for a new trial shall be served within 15 days 

after a general verdict or service of notice by a party of the filing of 

the deaision or order; and the motion shall be heard within 30 days after 

such general verdict or notiae of filing, unless the time for hearing be 

&ended bs the aourt within the 30 day period for good cause shown. 

Note 

The rule preserves the existing practice of requiring notice from 
the adverse party in all clases,except those involving a general jury verdiat, 
in order to start the time running for the motion for a new trial. The 
clerk's notice of the decision or order is not a notice which will commenae 
time running under Rule 59.03. Rither party may serve a notioe of the filing 
of the decision or order for purposes of aommencing the running of time. 
Time for the new trial motion is limited to and is identioalwith the time 
requirement under the former Rule 59.03(3). Former Rules 59.03(l) and 59.03 
(2) are eliminated. The 15 day provision in Rule 59.03 is subject to the 
three day extension of time when notice is given by mail as provided in Rule 
6.05. 

Special verdicts under Rule 49.01 and general verdiot with interroga- 
tories under Rule 49.02 are not ltverdiots" within Rule 59.03, but are verdict 
forms looking toward a decision or order by the trial judge prior to the 
time that it is an effeative oonclusion to the litigation. Rule 58.01 clearly 
imposes upon the trial judge the obligation of directing the appropriate judg- 
ment upon a special verdict or upon a general verdict aacompanied by interro- 
gatories. Time will not commenoe running on either a Rule 49.01 Verdi& or 
a Rule 49.02 verdiot until notioe has been given by a party of the filing of 
the decision or order following such verdicts. In like respect, the report 
of a referee is subjeot to the time limitation for deoisions or order of the 
oourt. \ ? 

2 

59.04 Time for Serving Affidavits. 

When a mdtion for new trial is based upon affidavits, they shall be 

served with the notioe of motion. The opposing party ha@ shall have IO days 

after snob atioo witloin in which to serve opposing affidavits, whioh period 
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may be extended Cop-a#-a~~tie~aa-~e~~~~ -~ot-eweeedi~g~O~a~~~~o~the~~b~ 

tke-eouPt-fo~-geod-o~~e-e~~~~~~b~~tbe-pa~~~o~~b~~~~tte~~et~~~at~e~ & 

the court upon an order extending the time for a hearing under Rule 59.03. 

The oourt may permit reply affidavits. 

Note 

The amendment eliminates the provision of former Rule 59.04 permitting 
the parties by written stipulation or the court by order to extend the time 
for serving opposing affidavits for an additional period not exceeding 20 
days. Rule 59.04 now permits such extension only upon court order made upon 
a motion also seeking to extend the time for the hearing under Rule 59.03. 
The former provision in Rule 59.04 permitted the parties to extend the time 
for hearing by written stipulation without the concurrence of the trial judge. 
In view of the change in Rule 59.02 requiring the hearing to be on the minutes 
of the court, the trial judge should have the disaretion to de&de whether or 
not the hearing time will be extended. 

59.05 On Initiative of Court 

Not later than 44 u days after e&a+of-+dgmo# a general verdict 

or the filinp of the decision or order, the court of its own initiative may 

order a new trial for any reason for which it might have granted a new trial 

on motion of a party& a~~li~~~he-ePde~~~ba~l~~~eo~f~~t~e~~~e~~~~tbe~eCo~r 

After giving the, parties notice and an opportunity to be heard on the matter, 

the court may grant a motion for a new trial, timely served, for a reason not 

stated in the motion. In either case, the court shall speaify in the order 

the grounds therefor,, 

Note 

Judges in some judicial districts in Minnesota stay the entry of judg- 
ment automatically following a jury verdict. In other districts the clerks 
of court do not comply with Rule 58 requiring entry of judgment forthwith 
but rather delay the entry of judgment until time for motions has elapsed or 
until costs and disbursements have been filed. Further, Minnesota practice 
permits appeals from intermediate orders rather than limiting appeals as the 
federal courts generally do to final judgments. For these reasons it is 
desirable to change Rule 59.05 by eliminating the word l,judgment*' and sub- 
stituting therefore the words "after a general verdict or the filing of the 
decision or order." In federal praotice, judgment is generally entered 
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immediately following the verdict or order and is generally entered before 
appeal. Equating 15 days from the general verdict or filing of order for 
judgment under Minnesota practice to the 15 days following judgment ini 
federal practice gives the Minnesota trial judges in practical terms the 
same power to grant new trials immediately after termination of the case as 
the federal judges have. The former Rule 59.05 permited a trial judge to 
grant a new trial on his own initiative long after the case had been com- 
pleted and even after the case had been appealed and decided on appeal by 
the Supreme Court of Minnesota. Rule 60.02 is amended to provide that the 
trial judge has the power to grant a new trial if the judge finds grounds 
to vacate the judgment. 

A narrow interpretation of former Rules 59.03 and 59.05 would seem 
to limit the trial court's power to grant a motion for a new trial, timely 
made by a party, to the grounds stated by the party in his motion. The 
amendment clearly specifies that the oourt may grant a motion for a new 
trial made by a party for reasons not specified by the party in his motion 
if the court gives the parties notice and an opportunity to be heard upon 
the matter. Whether the new trial is granted upon the court's own motion or 
upon groundsnot stated in the party's motion, the court is required to specify 
in its order the grounds for the order. This portion of the amendment con- 
forms Minnesota practice,to Federal Rule 59(d). 

59.06 Stay of Entry of Judgment. 

A stay of entry of judgment &der Rule 58 shall. not be construed to 

extend the time within'which a party may serve a motion oP-e&&e-a-ease. 

Note 

Amendment to Rule 59.02 renders the last four words of Rule 59.06 
unnecessary. 
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Note 

Since there is no longer a sectled case, no provision is needed to 
handle the problem arising upon the incapacity of the judge. Rule 63.01 
adequately covers the situations that may arise under Rule 59. 

60.02 Mistakes; Inadvertence; Excusable Neglect: Newly Discovered Evidence; 
Fraud; etc. 

On motion and upon such terms as are just, the court may relieve a 

party or his legal representative from a final judgment (other than a di- 

vorce decree), order, or proceeding and may order a new trial or grant such 

other relief as may be *just for the following reasons: (I) .N.istake, inad- 

vertence, surprise, or excusable neglect; (2) newly discovered evidence 

which by due diligence could not have been discovered in time to move for a 

new trial under Rule 5;9*03; (3) fraud (whether heretofore denominated in- 

trinsic or extrinsic), misrepresentation, or other misconduct of an adverse 

party; (4) the judgment is void; (5) the judgment has been satisfied, re- 

leased, or discharged, or a prior judgment upon which it is based has been 

reversed or otherwise vacated, or it is no longer equitable that the judgment 

should have prospective application; or (6) any other reason justifying relief 

from the operation of the judgment. The motion shall be made within a reason- 

able time,and for reasons (l), (2), and (3) not more than one year after the 

judgment, order, or proceeding was entered or taken. A motion under this 

Rule 60.02 does not affect the finality of a judgment or suspend its operation. 

This rule does not limit the power of a court to entertain an independent 

action to relieve a party from a judgment, order, or proceeding, or to grant 

relief to a defendant not actually personally notified as provided in Rule 
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4.043, or to set asidcl a judgment for fraud upon the court. Writs of cor- 

am nobis, coram vobis, audi"t querela, and bills of review and bills in the 

nature of a bill of review are abolished, and the procedure for obtaining 

any relief from a judgment shallbe by motion as prescribed in these rules 

or by an independent action. 

Note 

The amendment to Rule 59.05 makes the amendment to Rule 60.02 desirable 
for purposes of clarification. By amendment to Rule 59.05, the trial court 
is deprived of its existing power to grant a new trial upon its own motion 
for a period of time limited by the entry of judgment. Under existing prac- 
tice if a trial judge grants a motion to vacate a judgment, then obviously 
under Rule 59.05, no judgment now being in existence, the court also has the 
power to grant a new trial. By limiting the power to grant a new trial to a 
time period following a general verdict or notice of decision or order, the 
addition of new trial power under Rule 60.02 in the event that the judgment 
is vacated is necessary. 

Rule 65. Injunctions. 

Tke-p~eo~~6-S~~-~~a~~~~~w~66~~~~~~~~-~~d6~6-a~dwtem~~a~~wa~d-~e~- 

~~e~~-ia~~~~io~@-@~~~-be-a6-~~~~~ed-b~-6~~~u~e. 

65.01 Temporary Restraining Order; Notice: Hearing; Duration. 

A temporary restraining order may be granted without written or oral 

notice to the adverse party or his attorney only if (a) it clearly appears 

from specific facts shown by affidavit or by the verified complaint that 

immediate and irreparable injury, loss, or damage will result to the appli- 

cant before the adverse party or his attorney can be heard in opposition, 

and (b) the applicant's attorney states to the court in writing the efforts, 

if any, which have been made to give notice or the reasons supporting his 

claim that notice should not be required, In the event that a temporary 

restraining order is based upon any affidavit, a copy of such affidavit must 

be served with the temporary restraining order. In case a temporary restrain- 
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ing order is granted without notice, the motion for a temporary in-junction 

shall be set down for hearing at the earliest practicable time and shall take 

precedence of all matters except older matters of the same character; and 

when the motion comes on for hearing the party who obtained the temporary 

restraining order shall proceed with the application for a temporary in- 

junction, and, if he does not do so, the 'court shall dissolve the temporary 

restraining order. On written or oral notice to the party who obtained the 

ex parte temporary restrainin corder, the adverse party may appear and move 

its dissolution or modification, and in that event the court shall proceed 

to hear and determine such motion as expeditiously as the ends of .-justice 

require. 

65.02 Temporary Injunction. 

II) No temporary injunction shall be granted without notice of motion 

or an order to show cause to the ad&se partg. 

(2) A temporary injunction may be granted if by affidavit, deposition 

testimony, or oral testimony in court it appears that sufficient grounds 

exist therefor. 

) Before or after the commencement of the hearinp of a motion for 

a temporary injunction, the court may order the trial of the action on the 

merits to be advanced and consolidated with the hearing on the motion. Even 

when this consolidation is not ordered, any evidence received upon a motion 

for a temporary in,junction which would be admissible upon the trial on the 

merits becomes part of the record on the trial and need not be repeated upon 

the trial. This subditision shall be so construed and applied as to save to 

the parties any riFhts they may have to trial by .-jury. 

65.03 Security. 

(1) No temporary restraining order or temporary injunction shall be 
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granted except upon the giving of security by the applicant, in such sum as 

the court deems proper, for the payment of such costs and damages as may be 

incurred or suffered by any party who is found to have been wronrsfully en- 

joined or restrained. ' 

12) Whenever security is given in the form of a bond or other under- 

taking with one or more sureties, each surety submits himself to the .juris- 

diction of the court and irrevocably appoints the clerk of the court as his 

agent upon whom any papers affecting his liabilitg on the bond or undertaking 

mag be served. His liability may be enforced on motion without the necessit;l! 

of an independent aation. The motion and such notice of the motion as the 

court prescribes may be served on the clerk of the court, who shall forthwith 

mail copies to the sureties if their addresses are known0 

Note 
i The amended rule is based upon Federal Rule 65, modified to reflect 

state practice under M.S.A. 585.03 and 585*04. Rule 65.01 contemplates an 
informal conference prior to the issue of the restraining order if time and 
circumstances permit such a preliminary conference. The notice of conference 
can be oral or written, In the event notice cannot be given or if circum- 
stances will not permit a conference, the facts evidencing the reasons must 
be contained in the attorney's statement. An ex parte restraining order 
(without notice) can be dissolved or modified upon oral or written notice to 
the party obtaining the order. Rule 65.02 generally follows existing prac- 
tice regarding the hearing on the temporary injunction. Rule 65.02(3) permits 
the court by order to consolidate the temporary injunction hearing with the 
trial on the merits. 

81.01 Statutory and Other 'Procedures. 

(2) Procedures Abolished. The writ19EIma51~alen~~~-~~e writ of quo 

warrant0 and information in the nature of quo warrant0 are abolished. The 

relief heretofore available thereby may be obtained by appropriate action 

or appropriate motion under the practice presaribed in these rules. 
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Note 

Difficulty has been experienced by the bench and bar regarding the 
proper form of civil action to accomplish the purposes of the former writ 
of mandamus. By statute M.S.A. 586.03, the writ of mandamus was either 
alternative or peremptory., W.S.A. 586.04 permitted the court to enter a 
peremptory writ in those cases where no valid excuse for non performance 
could be given. Under the existing provision of Rule 81.01(2) elimination 
of the writ of mandamus also had the practical effect of eliminating the 
peremptory writ. This result was not intended by the Rules Committee. 
&embers of the bench expressed great reluctance to sign a mandatory order 
when an action had not previously been commenced by a summons and complaint. 
If the action had been commenced by a summons and complaint the bench was 
reluctant to summarily decide the matter on ex parte application before 
answer time had expired. 

Further confusion has arisen regarding the proper form of civil action 
to secure the mandatory relief. Declaratory judgment and the injunction form 
have been used. See William v. Rolfe, 257 Ninn. 237, 101 N.W.2d 923 (1960); 
Maine v. Whipple, 259 Minn. 18, 104 N.W.2d 657 (1960). Under either of these 
forms, 20 days must be allowed for answer in the main action. Such time lag 
may well be detrimental in the ordinary mandamus type aation. In addition, 
bond requirements for mandatory in&notions created some diffioulty in applying; 
this rule. In view of the uncerl;ainty atisting in the minds of ths btmch and 
bar regarding proper promdumB, the Committee felt it appropri&ke to resolve 
the questions by restoring the writ as a statutory writ not affected by the 
Rules of Civil Procedure in its initial stages. 

86.02 Effective Date of Amendments. 

The amendments adopted on Na~leh+&-4+j~+ . 

will take effect on J1&4si+-1@&2 . They govern all 

proceedings in actions brought after they take effect, and also all further 

proceedings in actions then pending, except as to the extent that in the 

opinion of the court their application in a particular action pending when 

the amendments take effect would not be feasible, or would work injustice, 

in which event the former procedure applies. 



MUNICIPAL COURT RULES 

I, It is recommended that all amendments adopted in the Rules of 

Civil Proaedure for the M&riot Court be adopted for the Munioipal Courts 

and that the Rules of Civil Proaedure for Municipal Courts be amended 

accordingly, so far as consistent with the jtiisdiation of the Municipal 

court. 

2. It is recommended that Municipal Court Rules 4.041, 12.01, 12.06, 

15.01, 26.01, and 56.01 be amended by.deleting reference in each of those 

rules to 10 days where the oorresponding District Court Rule provides 20 

days and that 20 days be added in its plaue and stead in eaoh suoh plaue in 
. 

each rule. 

Note 

It is desirable that the Municipal Court Rules and the District 
Court Rules be identical. Therefore as the District Court Rules are 
amended there should be a corresponding amendment to the Municipal Court 
Rules so far as applicable to the Municipal Courts. Qperience has shown 
that 10 days to answer or reply or take other action is insufficient time 
in Municipal Court. The amendment will make the time elements in Municipal 
Court Rules correspond to the established 20 day time limits in the District 
Court Rules. District Court Rule 12.01 provides a 20,day period for re- 
sponding pleadings, but provides a 10 day period to serve responding plead- 
ings following certain rulings on Rule 12 motions. The 10 day periods under 
Municipal Court Rule 12.01(l) and (2) are not ohanged by this amendment. 
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APPlSN?IXA 

It is recommended that Appendix A be amended by adding Writ of 

mandamus as a speaial prooeeding which is excepted from the rules insofar 

as they are inaonsistent with the special proaeeding. 

Note 

Amendment to Rule 81.01(2) by deleting the writ of mandamus as one 
of the writs subject to the rules , necessitates that the writ of mandamus 
be restored in Appendix A as one of the writs exaepted from the rules. 
Chapter 586 of the Minnesota Statutes will control proaedure for the 
issuance of the writ. 


